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by liz code
Last year, UPS suffered an enormous tragedy with the loss of five
students who died in the climbing tragedy and one man diving accident in
Puget Sound. To commemorate Philip Burdick, Susan Burwell, Nina Cargill
Engebretsen, Karen Helene Moniot, Richard J. Pfeffer and Eric Spurrell, the
memorial fund "Nor Height, Nor Depth . ' was established.
Money for the fund was donated in various ways. The most significant
contribution came from last year's graduating seniors who instead of paying
$12 each for graduation robes, opted to return the gowns. For each returned,

$7 was contributed to the scholarship fund. Sixty-three students responded,
marking the UPS students' first major contribution for the fund.
Dave Campbell, student coordinator of the memorial fund, said:
"We are gratified that so many students saw fit to remember their friends
in this way. Our spring commencement exercises held particular significance
not only for those persons graduating but for the entire university
community."
Parents, friends and others have donated gifts specifitally designated for
this fund in the form of endowment monies which will be used for
scholarships. Each gift is contributed in memory of the particular student,
however overall funds are consolidated.
Another fund that has sprung out of the tragedy is the Eric Palmer Spurrell

--sr

Memorial Student Loan Fund. It was established by his family, members of his

A plaque has recently been placed near the summit of St. Helens in memory of the avalanche victims.

Sigma Nu Fraternity and friends. The initial idea for the fund came about
when Eric's family recalled that he had sold his Porsche to come up with the

demonstrators disrupt dayan lecture
by mike reed
A small but determined group of college-aged

break it, you must be willing to stand up to them.

demonstrators reportedly headed by Pacific Lutheran
University's Arab Student Union, succeeded in disrupting

Second, you must get all concerned parties to the

formerlsraeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan's lecture at

"The United States cannot afford to shed itself of the

the University's Olsen Auditorium Thursday, September

problem of Israel. If you do, you'll lose your position of

25.

leadership in the world."

bargaining table and off the battle field."

Cries of "Mass Murderer', "Liar" and "Fascist" rang

At the announcement of a question-and-answer
period, the demonstrators streamed down to the two

while about 70 demonstrators paraded signs and shouted

microphones posted for audience queries, forming lines

slogans outside. At one point a fight broke out between a

about 20 deep in front of each. A young, dark-skinned

demonstrator and a listener who objected to the

Arab girl was granted the first question. She began

disruption.
Dayan did his best to ignore the shouted accusations,

relating her version of the Mideast situation, alleging
atrocities by Israel and the U.S. against Palestinian

as if experience with this sort of situation had taught him

refugees. She had talked for about a minute when the

the easiest course. At times he directed a reply to the

crowd began shouting "Ask the question! Ask the

demonstrators, and the strongly pro-Dayan audience

question?" She tried to continue, but seconds later the

effected a laugh each time, regardless of the humorous

control center shut off her microphone. She screamed,

noticeably older than the demonstrators.
Dayan's text itself traced Israel's founding and history,

"This is my question! How many Palestinian babies
have you murdered?!!!"
The moderator called for a question from the other

noting the different policies regarding the Suez Canal that

microphone. A bent old man with a thick East European

Israel and the Arab world had followed.
"Each time we controlled the canal, it has been

accent stepped up. "I'm a Polish Jew who lived

open to the world. When the Arabs controlled it, it was

Realpolitik they imposed on us. My brothers, sisters

closed."
He said that while he didn't agree with the current

congratulate you, Mr. Dayan, on a Realpolitik that would

settlement negotiated by Henry Kissinger in the Middle

do honor to the Nazis themselves."

East, "Any agreement is better than no agreement."
"I don't think that we are any closer to peace now
than we were before the agreement. But perhaps it has

through the Nazi Occupation.

I

saw the horrors of

father and mother all ended up in Auschwitz. I

The demonstrators screamed and clapped their
ecstacy. They resumed their chant, "Down with Dayanl
Palestine will win!"

opened the door to a negotiated settlement rather than a

Other questioners, angered and frustrated by the

military one."
Dayan, who lost his ministry because of his hard-line

techniques of the control center, charged that Dayan had
learned counterinsurgency and genocidal tactics in

stance against concessions to the Arabs saw little hope

Vietnam. One, who claimed to be Jewish said, "Can you

for real peace without the support of Syria, the U.S. and

not see the parallel between South Africa's sparthied and

the U.S.S.R. While "Soviet Russia is probably not strong

Isreali policy regarding the millions of displaced

enough to make peace, they can torpedo any agreement

palestinians ?' Another challenged the audience to check

made without them."
At this point in the lecture the demonstrators outside

see if he was telling the truth.

Dayan's statements with history books in PLU's library to

had mounted such a clamor by banging against the doors

Both microphones were shut off and no more

and windows that more attention was focused on them

questions were allowed. In the lobby, demonstrators

than Dayan. Some had tried to rush the door, but security

shouting "Palestine will win!" had reached an ear-splitting

force s inside ran to join the doorkeepers and succeeded in

level, and the crowd was directed out side doors. Several

holding the door closed.
"Down with Dayan! Down with Dayan!" The chant

shoving matches ensued and helmeted police from the

inside reached almost a frenzied level. The majority of the
crowds,however, drowned them out with boos, and order
was eventually restored.
Uayan did propose a two-point plan of action for the
U.S. in the Mideast.
"First, you must work out with Soviet Russia an
arrangement much like the one you have concerning
Europe; a kind ordetente' for the Mideast. If they try to

similaraction to go on the Pacific Rim trip this fall. Apparently, he had always
tried to be self-sufficient in providing himself with those things that were
above and beyond his tuition. Consequently, the fund was set up to aid
students in their pursuit of the additional sources of education, specifically
traveling winterims and semesters abroad.
Besides and "Nor Height, Nor Depth" Memorial Fund, the gifts given in
the name of Susan Burwell, who was an Occupational Therapy major, have
been going into the Occupational Therapy Memorial Fund. It is a previously
established, endowed fund just for students pursuing an O.T. major.

from the upper balcony at many of Dayan's statements,

merit of the remark. The majority of the crowd was

money to go on Dr. Heppe's winterim to Canada and was planning to take

Pierce County Sheriff's Department arrived, but restraint
prevailed on both sides and no arrests were made.
According to one of the demonstrators, the dissidents
were a coalition of Arab, Iranian, South American,
African, American Indian, black and white PLU students
headed by the Arab Student Union. PLU President Dr.
William Reike, however, was quoted as saying that he
didn't believe the demonstrators were from PLU.

In addition to the memorial funds set up in the students' names, other
rememberances have been established. Suzanne Barnett's Awakening of China
class is going to plant a tree with a perrnanant mount, in memory of Phil
Burdick this winter. The tree will be symbolic of Burdick's growing interests.
In May, the Sigma Nu fraternity changed the name of their Sigma Nu Good
Government Award to the Eric Palmer Spurrell Good Government Award in
memory of Eric. The award has been given every year to the Sigma Nu who
has contributed the most to student government during the year.
Other awards and memoriums are also being considered for the various
individual students.
Though these students are not here today, it becomes increasingly evident
that they have not been forgotten. By actions of those who have contributed
to the funds and memoriums have served to keep their memories alive.

the avalanche
S.

See page

investigating committee has released its findings.
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a head for education
by hi code
The Education department has recently acquired a most enthusiastic new
department head, Dr. Richard Hodges.
Hodges, former Dean of Students for University of Chicago's Graduate
School of Education, has assumed the position and taken the place of Dr.
Theodore Harris, who retired from the position he had held since April 1974.
Dr. Hodges, a specialist in linguistics as related to language arts and reading,
received his Ed. D. from Stanford University. He was earlier awarded an M.S.
from Oregon College of Education.
The new director currently serves as Editor of The Elementary School
Journal and is a member of the International Reading Association, National
Society for the Study of Education and American Educational Research
Association. Former consultant on spelling and other language skill areas and
on elementary school curriculum in several states, Dr. Hodges has written and
collaborated on a number of articles dealing with linguistics in the elementary
classroom.
He is looking forward to working with the Education faculty to "insure the
finest teacher education program that can be." He states that, "well prepared
and good people want to find jobs in teaching and our goal is to provide them
with the help."
As far as changing anything in the school of Education, Hodges feels that
he is too new to really make any distinctions or changes. In his estimation, the
education graduate ought to be well trained in the discipline of teaching. With
the elementary school teachers,. however, this becomes increasingly more
difficult. The other part of training in education, he says, is knowing about
individual youth.
Joseph Sinclitico, Dean of the UPS Law School, has announced his retirement from the post he has held three years in

university school of education fulfilling goals

order to return to teaching.

These two points make up the major part of the skill of "pedagogy" or the
skill of teaching. Hodges points out that he thinks the UPS school of
education has fulfilled these goals rather well. He states that "the faculty has
the priority of the personal element between student and teacher."
Hodges feels that any school of education should be regarded as much of a

law school dean retires

challenge as a professional school, and should utilize and contribute to the
Graduating from Harvard Law School in 1939.

by torn pantley

school with a liberal arts foundation.
According to the new head, "education is viewed by the public as one of
society's institutions in which great responsibilities are laid." He believes that
the function of education is to remedy deficiencies in a child's realm of
learning.

Sinclitico's career has covered instruction, school
Joseph Sinclitico says his file in the UPS Public
Information Office reads like a mini-history of the UPS
Law School: Jan 10, 1972, "Sinclitico named dean of
America's newest school of law", Feb 25, 1975, "UPS

As far as the teaching field is concerned, Hodges states that "education is
an enduring, serious area of study that draws upon many diciplines," and that
teachers who realize and cope with this idea are much needed. He admits that
the market is tight, however not as tight as rumor has it. "Good people, well
prepared, are going to.find fobs."

Law School receives full accreditation from American Bar
Association", April 24, 1975, "91 per cent of UPS law
school students pass Washington State Bar Examination'

education provided and in the quality of the people and programs." When
asked if he thought he would be happy here, he responded quickly, "Gosh, I

After a short private practice and service in the army.
Sinclitico became an assistant professor at St. Louis
University Law School, a business manager at the
University of Chicago, the treasurer of an engineering
firm, as well as other private positions. He joined the

.

After a three year term as dean of the law school, in
which time the facility has evolved from a rented building

Hodges readily believes that the "quality of UPS lies in the quality of the

administration, and private enterprise.

on the other side of town, into a fully accredited graduate
school, Sinclitico has indicated that he will retire in

couldn't be otherwise!" His attraction to UPS was the smallness and the

August 1976.
According to UPS President Philip Phibbs, he and

freshness of the faculty and the student body. "UPS has a challenging,

Sinclitico worked out the arrangements for the retirement

refreshing environment in which to work. It's really a vigorous place!"

last summer, but held up the announcement until after
the reopening of the school year.
Phibbs stated that Sinclitico wished to leave his post in
order to return to teaching. He "hopes to continue to be
active as a teacher in a law school beyond the normal
retirement age of 65 and feels he must obtain some recent
experience in the classroom if he is to realize this desire."
Sinclitico, who is now 60, will be on leave from the
University during the next academic year to, as Phibbs
said, "study developments in his areas of the law in recent
years and prepare for the return to teaching. At the end
of that period he will join the faculty as Professor of

University of San Diego Law School staff as a professor in
1960, and became dean of the school in 1964.
Sinclitico spent one year studying the philosophy of
law at the University of Rome before becoming UPS's
first law school dean in 1972.
In accepting his resignation, Dr. Phibbs had praise for
his retiring dean.
"He not only founded a major unit within the
institution, itself a very considerable accomplishment; he
also brought that unit through the first and most difficult
stage of its history with incredible success, establishing a
most enviable record, one which we shall be hard put,
indeed, to maintain or exceed in the years ahead."
Dr. Phibbs indicated that a search committee to select
a new dean will set up next week. A pamphlet distributed
at the Law School this week states that Dr. Phibbs is
interested in student participation on the search
committee. Names of students for consideration can be
submitted to the president of the Student Bar Association
no later than 12 noon today.

Law."
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Dr. Richard Hodges, former Dean of Students for the University of Chicago's
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Graduate School of Education, recently became the director of the UPS Education Department.
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groups receive counseling
The University of Puget Sound's

group, which is behaviorally oriented

Counseling. Center's center for

and focuses on modifying the eating

Human Development is currently

behavior and environment of the

offering a group counseling program

individual. Reduction of caloric

help students in the skills of

for the student community. The

intake and increase of energy

decision - making, problem-solving,

groups will consist of eight to ten

expenditure will also be part of the

self-motivation and understanding

students with a group leader from the

program.

the world of work and how it affects
the individual.

relaxation.
The

life

planning/career

development group is designed to

counseling center staff. The groups

In-depth group counseling is

will meet once a week for one and a

offered for persons who seek better

The last group is a partner's

half to two hour sessions and will

understanding of themselves and

group, to aid couples, to stimulate

continue for approximately eight

human behavior. The group will

their personal and interpersonal

weeks or until the group decides to

concentrate on understanding self

growth, appreciate each other's

conflicts as well as conflicts with

differences and express joy and fear

significant persons in a student's life.

of conflict resolution.

terminate.
Additional services are available
to previously formed groups such as

This group is designed for those

residence halls, fraternities, soroities,

desiring

independent groups and committees,

experience.

an

intense

Staff members leading groups

growth

include Steve Sutherland, Lyn

explained Lyn Simkins, counselor at

An inter-personal relation group

and Ada Van Dooren. Times and

the center. The group or organization

will stress making contact with others

locations will be arranged according

would formulate the type and

and discovering more of oneself

to the schedules of the group

duration of service desired from the

through human relationships.

members.

Simkins, Tom Meyer, Grace Kirchner

by mike purdy

From PSU to UPS to CPS to UPS. Threa times in the history of the
University of Puget Sound the name has changed.
Classes at Puget Sound University opened in September of 1890 and were
held at the "Logan School" at the corner of South 21st and I streets. It was a
three story brick building with, of all things, a tower. So you see, towers aren't
anything new to UPS (Thompson tower, Library tower, alias Disneyland
North). They sold that building to the Tacoma Public Schools for

$50,000

because of indebtedness. They moved next to the old "Ovimette Building" at
South 10th and Yakima, where they stayed til 1894, at which time classes
were moved to an apartment building.
The year 1903 was a big one for the institution. The name was changed to
the University of Puget Sound and a location at the corner of 6th and Sprague
became the new home. This is where Jason Lee Junior High School now

counseling staff.
This semester at least six groups

For those students who "freeze"

Anyone interested in a group can

or have trouble taking exams, a test

call the center (ext. 3372) or drop by

are being offered to meet the student

anxiety reduction group will provide

between 8 am to 12 noon and 1-5

needs. The first is a weight reduction

methods of desensitization and

pm,.

automobiles- alternatives
need to be found
by melissa crites
Our love affair with the automobile must end.

of expressing the point would be to say that to decrease

The motor vehicle is the single most important source

automobile pollution we have had to accept more oil

of air pollution in the United States. It emits

spills from supertankers, more offshore drillings, more air

hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, lead, asbestos from

pollution from refineries and risks to many valuable local

brake linings, and oxides of nitrogen. It offers the

ecosystems from projects like the Alaska pipeline, new

individual umparalleled freedom of movement but we

deepwater ports and increased refinery construction. It

cannot afford its benefits at the cost of polluted air,

has appeared that to preserve one natural resource, the air

wasted energy resources, and outrageously high prices for

we breath, we must deplete and destroy many others."

the average driver.
American auto manufacturers have billions of dollars

alternative could be the gas-turbine engine. Companies

invested in the perpetuation of the status quo. Could they

such as Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, International

not use that money to develop and build new types of

Harvester, Daimler-Benz, Fiat and various Japanese.

vehicles?Or would people be too afraid of facing the fact

manufacturers have already invested sizeable amounts

stands. In 1914, at the recommendation of President Todd, the name of the
institution was changed to the College of Puget Sound, a name which
remained until 1960 when it was changed back to the University of Puget
Sound.
Finally the College saw for itself a real future when, in 1924, it moved to
the present location. Jones Hall, the first building erected on the new campus
was built with a donation from the widow of Mr. C. H. Jones, a local
lumberman.
-The expansion of the College began shortly after with the building of the
Science Hall (now Howarth Halitivhich was constructed with $80,000 which
k.65by Mr. Howarth. College officials were
had been left to the city of Ta oma
able to persuade the city to use th oney for the new Science Hall.
And the growth of the College ntinued ...

campus films

Alternatives must be found and utilized. One such

that gasoline won't last forever when they see their

into its development. Turbines can operate satisfactorily

beloved GM and Ford working on alternative vehicles?

on many fuels—including kerosene, diesel oil, coal—gas,

budget slashed
- by howard bowman

Most attempts so far to minimize emissions from

natural gas, methane and others. Since the usual

Due to a lack of budgeted funds, a UPS tradition, Campus Films is

automobiles have not been to work toward the

gas—turbine compressor supplies three or four times the

undergoing change. Behind lies a budget request cut to $5900--ahead the

development of a new technology but rather the

amount of air theoretically required for complete

possibility of admission charges or simply less films.

attachment of hang-on devices for the internal

combustion of the fuel, the exhaust gases are relatively

combustion engine. This has been a logical approach since

free from smoke and from carbon monoxide.

so much money and technological expertise have been

Battery-powered electric vehicles offer simplicity,

invested in this type of engine. Some worthwhile gains

reliability, ease of recharging ("plug it in"), and the use of

have been made using catalytic converters, but these emit

utility electricity, which is still a cheap source of energy.

sulfates into the air. Recycling exhaust systems and

The U.S. House of Representatives recently passed a bill

In the past the "Flicks" have been a very popular student attraction,
offering horror and comedy festivals, and films ranging from

Beach Red to

Doctor Zhivago. Thirty films have been shown annually, differing in price (this
year's examples) from a very cheap $75 Summer of '42 to a $500 Sting, for
choosing films, according to Films Committee chairman Jeff Strong, is to
"give the students what they want--basically 'entertainment', and to a much

changing the fuel-air ratio (oxidizing the fuel more

to make a five year study of electric automobile

lesser degree abstract 'intellectual' movies." But in order to remain "flexible to

completely) are others. However, while most methods

possibilities. Much research is necessary since the source

student demands," the committee must hurdle a large problem this

that improve combustion will lower hydrocarbon and

of pollution is merely transferred to the central electric

year-finances.

carbon monoxide output, nitrogen oxides (NO(x)) will

power plant. However, such .pollution is a different kind

"Something has to give," says Strong. "When the committee and myself

remain a problem. NO, in its many different forms,

first approached the problem, the last thing we wanted was admissions

damages fabrics, plants, and in the form of nitrogen

of problem.
These are but a few ideas. With our advanced

dioxide (N0(2)) irritates human respiratory tracts and

technologies, alternatives to the internal combustion

Tuesday night films when people go to the boogies--selling concessions like

eyes.
Nevertheless, all these engine alterations do not resolve

engine could be limitless. Change always takes time but

popcorn and candy at films--getting other groups to assist financially--investing

the willingness to accept change is the first obstacle to

the real problem: we are still using gasoline more and

money in other campus activities--even washing cars. But most of them were

overcome. Porsches are nice and no one has yet said we

more. According to Leonard Lee Lane, Coordinator of
the Coalition to Tax Pollution (Hearings before the

not feasible both physically and financially."

must give them up. But, how about considering a
steam—powered Porsche?

charges." We looked into many fund raising alternatives—less money for

Finally the committee decided upon three innovations: less money spent
on Tuesday nights, when films would be coordinated with boogies, the use of

Committee on Commerce, 1973): "A more acci irate way

volunteer rather than paid projectionists, and an admission charge of 25 cents.
"As for the admissions charge," says Strong,"it seems to me to be a matter

THE BRICK

un-lectures

of OK movies for free, or dynamite movies for 25 cents ... but we thrk
students will be happier with the small charge."
For Tuesday evenings, according to Strong, there are a number of "good,

1,1

to kick off oct 8
"A MELLOW TAVERNE"

UPSNB - F. Carlton Ball, a
ceramicist, sculptor, silversmith and
author of international repute, will
kick off the University of Puget
Sound Alumni Association's 1975-76
"Un-Lectures" Series Wednesday,
Oct. 8 at 8 pm in McIntyre Hall,

Dedicated to Pleasant Music, Quality Draft, Stimulating Company
and Extremes of opinion hoping subsequent open discussion will
lead to better understanding . If physical violence is your nature
either develop your verbal ability or leave.

Room 006. The UPS faculty
member, whose presentation is
dubbed "Throwing Them Big and
Tall with Ball," will demonstrate
pot-throwing techniques to alumni,

popular, comic 'quickies' available for practically nothing--like W.C. Fields'
Hurry, Hurry, and some rock and roll concert shorts."
So what is ahead for money-hurting Campus Flicks? "We've already spent a
much larger portion than ever before on our first three films," Strong says,
"but we've already booked a number of good films: 2001, A Space Odyssey is
definite, as are Horese feathers and Day of the Jackal

.

For the first Tuesday

under the new system, October 14, the committee has planned 13 Ranier
commercials, a W.C. Fields short, and a Roberta Flack film. Many students,
however, are firmly opposed to cutbacks and especially admission charges,
which in the words of one student "Would sound the death knell to a unique
UPS experience."
"But our minds are still very much open," says Strong, "and I would like
to be as innovative as possible." Right now the 8—member Campus Films

5302 N. 49th, Ruston

students, faculty and interested

Committee would appreciate any student feedback relating to the resolution

2 blks so. of the Tacoma Smelter Stack

persons from the community at the

or the problem. Interested students should contact 4436. But until then, in

complimentary event, the first of five

the words of James Cagney, "we'll have to dig in, boys . . . and wait for what's
coming."

on Baltimore at N. 49th.
PLEASE HAVE VALID ID

presentations scheduled from
October through March.
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senate seats sought

bobbi wyckoff
bruce reid

My name is Bobbi Wyckoff. I'm from Deer Lodge Montana, and I'm a
freshman here at UPS.
Student participation in campus government builds a strong feeling of

Being a member of Student Senate requires one to have an open mind to
the needs of the students. I feel that I can serve as a very hard working link
between Senate and you the student. Through the involvement and interest of
the students, I believe that I can work well with you and turn your demands
into actions. I can't promise you what I will accomplish, but what I do work
at, I will work hard at it. As a senator I don't intend to disappear, but offer
the UPS students an active voice in what happens at UPS.

unity among students, and provides the basis for an awareness of all facets of
campus life. ASUPS plays a vital role in shaping our lives and, as well-informed
students, we should take advantage of all the opportunities it has to offer.
As the only woman running for a Senate position, I feel I have a lot to
contribute to the legislative branch of ASUPS. Women currently hold two of
the 12 Senate positions. And their terms will be ending in March. Women are
needed in the Senate, and I know I can offer an important perspective on

bruce reid

campus issues.
An important aspect of holding a Senate position is being able to represent
the student body accurately. I will do my best to present your concerns and
interests to the Senate. Please feel free to contact me at ext. 4651 to express
your opinions.
With your support and ideas I can help you to build the kind of student
government that will best serve your needs

bobbi wyckoff

bob hamchick
tom lundeen

Thirteen candidates are running
for seven Student Senate seats in the
October 9-10 student body elections.
The winners will hold office for
one year.
Balloting will be from 11 am to
6:30 pm on the election days. The
Oct. 9 voting will take place on
Greek Row. The Oct. 10 voting will
be in the SUB. Michael Wiesmann,
ASUPS Executive Vice President,
believes this arrangement Will result
in a larger voter turnout.
No primary will be held this
election. Under the bylaws of the
ASUPS Constitution a primary is
held only if there are more than 14
candidates running.
Student Governemnt is an area that I have been interested in and involved
with for some time.
I feel it's an important aspect of any governmental body to be responsive
to the people. If elected I would hope to increase the interest and awareness of
the general student body, thereby making the Senate more alert to their wants
and needs. Also, I plan to play an active role on the committees I become

We the students of the University of Puget Sound have been neglected in
major discussions. So if you vote Tom, I will try to do what you, the student,
want.

involved with.

bob harrichick

torn lundeen

r
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candidates voice views

jeff smith

john campbell
Well, campers, once again I am going to prove I don't know "Sic 'ern!"

Recent budget juggling acts are evidence of a growing dissatisfaction

from "Come here!" about campaigning.

I am a junior, aspiring for majors in Math and Physics. Presently I am
completing a term on the Senate, and am a member of the Instructions,

between certain activity organizations and the student government. The
government itself has portrayed bubblegurn politics, obliviousness to student

Contiouing Education, and Popular Entertainment committees. The Senate

input, and a lack of familiarity or sensitivity toward groups on the campus. I

needs experienced members for the sake of stability and the preservation of

propose we re-examine the structure of student government, and provide a

reasonable insanity. Please feel free to advise me of your concerns pertaining
to ASB activities and policies, as I will still be around the student government

means in which groups can establish their budget directly with an executive
officer. I suggest this change will encourage the formation of spontaneously
created organizations that better fulfill the needs of the students from an

bureaucracy, win or lose.

extracurricular perspective.

john campbell

jeff smith

tony hughes

dave cardeiro

Senate candidate James King was
not available for pictures and did not
submit a campaign statement,
photos by gary ianuzzi—trail staff

Results of the Law School
Student Bar Association elections
are: R on Gue—President, John
Carlson—Treasurer.

The
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bag

Adams Peanut Butter

.69Ib

Raw Alfalfa Honey

.75Ib

Sprouted Wheat Bread .74loaf
Mild Cheddar Cheese 1.37Ib
Nancy's Honey Yogurt 1.24qt
Honey Raisin Granola .82Ib
Whole Wheat Pastry Flour.25Ib
Rolled Oats

.28Ib

Glycerin Bar Soap

.60oz

Herbal Shampoo

.9418oz

Food stamps welcome; dried

There's something rotten in the state of Denmark, and you better believe
The Senate has yet to complete the vital task of budgeting. I am appalled

it!-- Politicians running politics for their own benefit with nary a thought for

fruits, juices, grains, oils,

at the inability of the Senate and ASUPS executives to adequately fulfill their

herbs, teas, nuts, beans.

responsibilities to you and me. By working in union with student opinion, I

These clowns are spending our money on useless junk like the $4,000 ID

12 blocks from UPS at the

hope that "crisis decisions" not based on the students best interests can be

machine. I'm not a politician. I don't have a master plan on how to balance

corner of

6th &

Oakes in

the budget and cure cancer. I don't expect to win a seat on the Senate. But if

held to a minimum,

more people cared how their money was spent and signed up for elections, we

back of Fred Dean Drug,

Open Mon-Sat, 10:30-5:30,
272-8110

the people they supposedly represent.

could run the politicians out of politics.

dave cardeiro
tOny

hughes
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ups business in dutch

The TRAIL staff would like to thank Lynn
Crawford and Gary Hunnington for all the work
and time they have put into construction of five
new light tables for the office. With the addition
of these new tables, the staff will be able to put
the paper together with greater ease and
professionalism.

Hello from The Netherlands!

Ten of your fellow UPS
students won't be found in
Harrington Hall, the Sigma Nu
House or anywhere on campus
because they are now in Holland
on the UPS exchange program
with the Netherlands School of
Business in Breukelen.
Along with 27 other
The most pleasant and rewarding aspect of my
When I teach I urge my students to develop the
American
students from all over
job is that it provides numerous opportunities for habit of reading each day a daily newspaper which
stimulating and varied conversations with students, has good coverage of national and international the USA, ten UPS students: Bob
faculty and staff about personal activities, mutual developments. This is one of the best ways I know Becker, Randy Bera, Joyce
interests, and shared intellectual concerns. The to develop the knowledge base which an intelligent Boewe, Steve Brown, Ava
great frustration is that I have a lively tast for this human being, i.e. a college graduate, must have. Chapman, Rob Costello, Diann
pleasure and a severely limited amount of time in The habit is hard to establish; at first the reading is Humphrey, Russ McLeary, Peter
which to indulge it with the very considerable slow and tedious because names, places, and dates Neidecker and Gaylen Shintaku
number of interesting characters who populate this are all unfamiliar, and the reader has no or little
are spending their junior year
campus. Unfortunately, we have no community background to which to relate each new detail.
abroad.
gatherings, no Quaker-style meetings, in which we Little by little, and soon very quickly, the
all come together to exchange ideas, talk about storehouse of knowledge grows and the speed of
a bit of ups in holland
concerns which trouble us, and share the insights reading and accumulation accelerates.
I prefer the New York Times for this reading,
which have excited us in our reading and study.
This is the first of several
I hope to use this column from time to time but it may contain more detail than everyone
for that kind of Quaker commentary. I hope you would appreciate, particularly as a beginner. An articles I will be writing to the
will feel moved to respond in kind. My comments excellent second choice, and more manageable in TRAIL to share our experiences
will be miscellany--anything that occupies my . volume, is the Christian Science Monitor which is and also to let others know how
mind at a given moment (John Lantz will probable published daily in Los Angeles and delivered the an overseas program works.
retort that that means I shall never be writing!). same day by mail. Student rates are available, and
Most of us arrived at the end
Incidentally, I do have a sense of humor and so may be for other papers which you might prefer. I
of August to spend a few days
hope
you
will
give
some
consideration
to
this
does John ... I hope.
with a Dutch family. The
One of my concerns at the moment is that this suggestion; I think it can make a dramatic, and in
families we stayed with were all
the
long
run
a
very
significant,
contribution
to
is, and should become increasingly in the future, a
former Dutch UPS students who
your
education.
caring and a giving community. There are many of
have now returned to their
our colleagues--faculty, students, and staff--who go
The
best
magazine
of
ideas
in
the
country,
in
native country and have families
far bejond the requirements of their roles to make
life easier, better, and more pleasant for all of us. my opinion, in Cornentary. If you have not tried of their own. I personally stayed
in Valkenswaard which is in the
I like that spirit; and I think we should make a it, do. It may be hard going at first, but it is well
greater effort to note it in our midst. I shall, written and filled with provocative ideas which southern part of the country; an
therefore, use these columns from time to itme to stimulate on's thinking on contemporary and area famous for the Philips
acknowledge the special efforts of others, and I future problems, the issues which we should all be world headquarters, an
anticipating if we are to handle them sensibly and
hope you will do the same.
important Dutch firm. You
effectively.
I commed to you, in particular, the July 1976 probably know them by
For the first two weeks of college: the Good
Neighbor Award goes to Jim Lonsbery and the issue of Comentary. It contains a long symposium "Norelco". It was a very
members of I.F.C. who, this year, made the I.F.0 entitled "American Now: A Failure of Nerve?". valuable experience living with a
dance at the end of orientation week a reasonable Some of the brightest minds in this country and Dutch family, a true step in
and livable experience for the University's abroad discuss the directions in which American getting adjusted to another
neighbors; Best Tackle Award goes, not to a foreign policy should move in the years ahead.
country.
member of the football squad, but to John Hickey There are some extremely stimulating ideas and
whose flying tackle captured an unwelcomed, but provocative suggestions as well as some pointed at century castle number 13...
regular nocturnal visitor in our dormitories; Award disagreements. I found particularly thought
for Best Innovation to Olivia Arnason, not for her provoking the contribuitons of my friend at
After the family home stays
pie throwing artistry, but for the new fieldhouse Columbia University, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Sidney
we
all came to what is called
system which eased the trauma of registration for Hook who spoke here last year in the Corporate
"Nijenrode", which is the name
all of us; Model Citizen Award to the 95 students Winterim, Seymour Martin Lipset, Edward N.
who set a nice tone for the year by using the Luttwak, and Michael Novak. Maybe that list will of the 13th century castle on the
Library on the Sunday before classes began; give you some clues about my own thinking on campus. We then, after our
Student Leader Award to Care Dressel who these porblems. If you like conflicting arrival, began our introduction
through the C.I.A.C. has done a remarkable job in perspectives, try the contributions of my PH.D. week.
pulling together student volunteers, faculty, and advisor, Hans J. Morgenthau, and Richard Falk on
The introduction week was
community agencies to give students who care a the one hand with the views of Herman Kahn on the opportunity to get to know
the other.
chance to help those in need.
each of the Americans before we
would get dispersed into the
Dutch student body. The week
by philip phibbs

pr sident speaks a word or two

editor

reporting staff: karl ohls,

anna hibbard
assistant editor
merrilee donnell

business manager

the business of dutch

We all attend classes in
English and most students take a
Dutch language class. The main
emphasis on the classes is
international business, but many
other areas are also covered from
Political science to Ethics and
management.
The food has been quite
good but there are items to get
used to. Also it's hard to get
used to scheduled coffee and tea
breaks during the day between
classes.
The majority of students
here speak quite good English
but off campus problems can
occur. They aren't really
"problems" though, it's all part
of a great experience.
That's all for now, more
later
. .

your overseas correspondent,
randy berra

paula plamondon, liz code,

kevin russell, melissa crites, jeff katz, tae rasperry, janet
dodge, shauna titus, mike

also gave us the opportunity to
get to know the beautiful
campus. The campus includes,
besides the castle, the
dormitories, sport fields,
gardens, deer park, bird
collection and other goodies.
The campus also has two bars
which are very popular among
both the American group and
the Dutch students. The school
only has about 300 students and
trains students for careers in
business. Dutch students usually
spend three years studying here,
but some with technical training
already only spend one year of
study. The Americans spend
their junior college year here
returning as seniors.
The castle on campus surely
is the center of attention. It's
magnificant! It is complete with
moat and drawbridge. It now
houses no knights but rather
many offices, a few classrooms,
and auditorium and in the cellar,
one of the bars.
Many of us have done quite a
lot of traveling already. Some
students to parts of Holland,
others to Belguim, Germany and
other neighboring countries.

purdy, matt rnccully, tod
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liquor law laid down

fpelanrEdatornce an indian - giving affair
The TRAIL is to be
congratulated. You have
accurately portrayed a situation
not new to the ASUPS; that is
the problem of Finance. You
have not shown anything newperhaps a problem that has been
magnified but it is something
that has gone on for quite some
time.
While I was on the Student
Senate, it was very common for
someone to try once or twice to
call groups beforehand about
their budget possibly being cut.
When the representatives of the
groups weren't reached, the
Senate went about their business
with most of the Senate
assuming that the group failed to
show up at the Seante meeting
because they weren't really
interested, and therefore the
budget was cut without further
ado.
Contacting people about the
"indian-giving" Finance
Committee ways does not solve
the problem, though. In fact, it
only adds to the problem
because then the Senate is
forced to listen to the many
good projects various campus
groups are trying to get funded.
Perhaps students should
re-evaluate Student government.
The three -ASB officers receive
salaries of approximately $1500
each. I'm sure the officers will
argue that other schools receive
bigger or smallers salaries; but,
say, what the.PLU student body
president gets really does not
make any difference on what the

Dear Students,

Each year the need arises to remind fairly and accurately new
and returning students about the situation regarding alcohol and
other drug use on the UPS campus. This permits better
understanding of the ways you may be affected by State and local
laws and by the Student Conduct Code which more specifically
describes the quality of life we hope to create on our campus.
In spite of a recent State Referendum that might have lowered
the dringing age, 21 is still the minimum age at which one may
legally drink. Additionally, the supervisor of the local Liquor
Control Office recently has made very clear to us that the sale of
alcohol is prohibited strictly by State Law unless the seller is
licensed to do so. This means that admission, in any form, may not
be charged at an event where alcohol is served. Obviously students
are especially vulnerable if they are in attendance at functions where
these laws are being violated and the attention of civil authorities is
attracted for any reason. Contrary to some popular opinion civil
authorities may enter campus to intervene under the same
conditions that they pursue violations of law in the surrounding
cornmunity.
These laws are not created by the University, but they can have a
dramatic effect on our students. Not only can you come under a
criminal charge, but you are in considerable civil suit danger if
anyone is injured at, or as a result of participating in, a drinking
function with which you are connected. We strongly advise that you
not place yourselves in jeopardy with respect to these laws. Group
functions which include alcohol use on campus are both unwise and
generally inappropriate to the goals of the university.
Group functions using alcohol or other drugs on campus quickly
and too easily lead persons away from concern for the rights and
sensibilities of others that is required by the Student Conduct Code.
Behavior that arises from these events and is destructive of a
reasonable living environment or of property is prohibited
specifically by the Code. The potential for this kind of unwelcome
behavior increases dramatically with the size of the group
participating.
We hope that people will make well-informed individual choices
about the use of alcohol or other drugs. At the same time, the choice
to use, or the consequences of using, should not be imposed on
anyone else. We wish to preserve the elementof personal choice and
urge you to make it in a responsible way that does not impose on
the equally valid choices of others.
We want to inform you as well about the resource we can be if
alcohol or other drug use becomes a source of personal concern or
confusion. If you perceive this happening, my staff and I can provide
a willing and confidential source of consultation to help work
through this decision with you to identify the alternatives and to
provide a sounding board for your decision. Frequently this kind of
consultation is not sought either because they are fearful that they
will not be treated openly and confidentially. My staff and I do
intend to provide both an open and confidential resource for your To Members of the Student
conversations.
Senate and ASUPS Officers:
If I can help by further explanation of any ot the above or help
you obtain additional information, please stop by my office or call
(SUB 206, ext. 3363).
Without a doubt, by now
you have all heard the mildly
john english
hostile murmurs emanating from
dean of students
the Student Body. You have
allocated our activities dollars
and cents and we squirm. "Yes,
we are confused .. . No, we
aren't satisfied . . . where did
those priorities come from,
Dear Editor,
anyway?" There are two
information to persons in the
I would like to express my food department, but they commonly reported criteria by
dissatisfaction with the service I refused to provide me with a which activities were judged
received from the food lunch. I felt I was entitled to the which deserve attention. They
department concerning a small lunch for two reasons: 1) I have are: relation to "academics",
and appeal to the whole
issue of obtaining a lunch.
paid for a full semester of daily
university.
I am enrolled in a university
meals 2) I had no previous
We read in the TRAIL
backpacking course and desired
knowledge of the necessity of a
this sack lunch to take on a trip
(Sept.26) that low priority was
professor's written note to
with the class on Saturday Oct.
given to "academically related"
obtain a lunch.
4. I talked with two persons in
organizations, and we wonder
I realize and appreciate the
the food department on
about the assumptions
responsibility of the food
Wednesday Oct. 1 and was
underlying such a statement.
department, but feel they should
informed it would be necessary
Have you sat back and thought
try to be a little more
to present a note from my
about the definition of the
accommodating to individual
professor in order to obtain the
student role that these priorities
student needs.
lunch. The professor of the
indicates? It seems that you are
claudia dabbs
class is no px9014 1 #,,.co..c4IPPI-ls •
,qejting.our "activity jife" pOnst
••
, s v , '•
e g • ilub§Viirden't "
during the week.
relayed this
our academic or intelleatual

salary at UPS should be. They,
and other schools, have a
different budget and
governmental setup.
The figures the TRAIL
printed in its last issue
representing the budget may
have been wrong, but that really
doesn't change the situation.
Sit back and examine the
expenses in In-House accounts
that are correct: $3000 for new
ditto equipment to improve the
quality of the Tattler. Do you
notice a difference? $4000 for
the infamous picture I.D.
machine that will "make about
$800 a year for us ... " that is,
if it doesn't break down, and if
they get faculty and law school
students to buy the I.D. cards
(faculty hasn't done this yet will they?) The cards don't even
get ehe students entire Social
Security number in most cases;
they aren't valid for check
cashing, and they don't include
birthdates.
Another question students
should ponder is why should this
elite group of seven students on
the Finance Committee (hand
picked by vice president Mike
VVeismann) or the 15 students on
Student Senate, who are elected
by maybe 200 votes maximum,
decide who gets what? Why
can't we all vote on how we
want our monies spent? Why do
we need a Student Senate?
Perhaps we should take a good,
look at the committee
arrangement that has replaced
the Student Activities

Committee (SAC) this year aria
apply it to Student government.
Simply hire a professional to
manage and coordinate ASUPS
affairs and oversee a complex of
committees.
There may be no perfect
solutions to this problem. Maybe
we ought to up ASUPS fees to
$30 or $40 so we can give
everyone everything they want. I
do think it's high time we
become aware of the "here
today, gone tomorrow" funds
the Senate juggles around, the In
House accounts, the methods of
appropriating funds, the
communication problems
between the Finance Committee
and campus groups, and, in
general, what's really going on.
Maybe it's a good time to ask
the new candidates for Senate
not what they know about the
constitution or their interest in
Senate, but instead, what groups
they favor, what priorities for
finance they have, and just
exactly where they stand. Forget
this "If I am elected, I will
increase communications, fight
for the intramural building," etc.
garbage the candidates come up
with. Ask them some real
questions.
It looks like this year may
just be the year to cast that first
vote for a senate candidate or to
get - involved and find out first
hand what's going on. Let
theASUPS know what you feel.
barbara hunter

.
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life." But are you forgetting our
purported reason for attending a
university if you act as though
scholastics are imposed or
enforced on us? We are students,
and hopefully hold some of the
university's stated aims to be our
own. It seems that the ASUPS
should work for the students by
supporting opportunities to
enliven our academic interests
during leisure time, as well as
seek ing to provide "fun"
activities.
However, even if we consent
for our purposes here, to accept
your stated priorities, is there
any real justification for Pi
Kappa Delta and Alethia
receiving increased and sustained
funding respectively, while
Crosscurrents, SOTA, Living and
Learning, Model United Nations
and others are dropped
completely? What factors might
account for such seemingly
inconsistent treatment of
comparable groups? Lack of
support of these groups and
inadequate support of such
groups as FSU, Mortar,trosrd, •
etc., rrraes‘ 'valUe judgerrien't

that appeers contrary to your
own priority statement, as well
as to the philosophy and aims of
the university.
The second consideration
that was made in allocating
funds was the appeal of activities
to the whole student body.
Several groups were refused
funding on the basis that they
were to limited in their scope.
But, doesn't any group or
program which ' involves a
segment of the university
community contribute to the
good of the university as a
whole? Even though each
individual group is small, the
number of people involved in all
groups with "limited appeal" is
significant. The impact of the
current funding criteria, is
neglect of this significant
minority.
Our concern is that you
seriously examine the values
implicit in your actions, and
perhaps re-evaluate some
decisions based upon a broader
perspective.
•

'•'• * * 0 • otlah chapter

mortar board
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study reviews mountain tragedy
by jeffrey g. kat/
and anna hibbard
Risk, injury, tragedy and death face anyone who
challenges the art of mountain climbing.
And each climber has his own ideas of risk,
precaution, safety limits and proper methods of the art.
On April 26, 1975, an avalanche on Mt. St. Helens
buried a UPS climbing class, killing five student climbers.
This tragedy deeply touched the hearts of the students
and faculty at the University. University President Philip
Phibbs immediately assigned an Ad-Hoc committee to
investigate the tragic event.
The committee was chaired by Bruce Meyers, associate
dean of the UPS School of Law, a Northwest climber and
former park ranger at Mt. Rainier who also has served as a
glacier climbing instructor for the National Park Service.
Other persons named to the committee included UPS
professor of physics Z. F. Danes who has climbed
extensively in Czechoslovakia; Dr. Larry Heggerness,
Northwest climber who most recently led a climbing
party on the Denali Traverse of Mt. McKinley; and
Virginia Soule, a member of the Tacoma Mountaineers for
over four years.
Remaining members were David Campbell, student
body Vice-President at UPS last year and a backpacker for
over ten years, and Dr. Edward LaChapelle, professor of
atmospheric science at the University of Washington and
widely noted glaciologist and avalanche expert in the US.
The committee sent questions to each participant and
secured testimony and/or telephone statements from part
members, rescue personnel, eyewitnesses and other
interested parties.
Findings of the committee were issued in a report

Mt. St. Helens basks peacefully and serenely in the September sun. Last April 25 five UPS students
were killed on the mountain when an avalanche buried the campsite of a university climbing class. The
findings of a report, investigating the tragedy, have recently been released.

recently made available to the press. The group spent the
latter part of last spring and much of this past summer
researching the avalanche, interviewing the climbers

camp fairly close to the planned crevasse rescue area, and

It is the considered technical judgement of the committee

involved with the incident, and reviewing the syllabus of

the adverse wind and blowing snow conditions which

that this site would be exposed to a low, but not zero,

the climbing class.

compelled them to 'wait the weather out' on the

avalanche danger under normal spring snow conditions at

report says harmon jones exhibited "strong effective leadership"

possibility of doing the planned crevasse rescue practice

the end of April when the major wet spring avalanche

later in the day when the wind died down."

cycle would already have run.

The committee contured that the location of the

The crux of this whole accident occurence is that

campsite on a snow slope is consistant with the objectives

normal conditions did not prevail in the spring of 1975.
One member of the committee, Virginia Soule,

The following is an introduction to the report:

of the course. The reasoned choice made by the two

"In 1970 the University of Puget Sound determined

leaders (Jones and McClafin) in the selection of the

that the best method for the students to learn mountain

campsite is based on the following criteria: 11 protection

of the campsite. She compiled a minority report on her

climbing was to initiate a well planned, structured and

from avalanche activity; 21 protection from the wind and

view of the campsite location. After deliberation with the

systematic course of instruction. This was to replace

the ease of digging snow caves; 3) location of a crevasse

committee, Soule voluntarily withdrew her report but a

previous student efforts in the mountain climbing area

suitable for the crevasse rescue practice and to be in good

synopsis of her report was included in the body of the

from varied informal efforts in assorted outing and

position to start the summit climb the next day.

climbing groups.
The UPS P.E. department in 1970 contacted the
Tacoma chapter of the Mountaineers and requested them
to conduct- classes similar to those that it had for its
members.
"Harmon Jones was recommended and hired in 1970,

campsite was, however,...where

disagreed with the committee's CleCisiun on the location

findings. Soule felt that the campsite was located in
broken ice and in a proximity tooclose to the channel of
the Forsyth Glacier, thus in an area vulnerable to

avalanches might be expected

avalanche activity. She questioned the camp location and

under unstable conditions"

minutes of the crevasse needed for the rescue practice.

The flank of St. Helens is steep enough to generate

said that less vulnerable campsites were available within 15
The committee also stated that "the avalanche was
definately on the winter pattern involving dry snow at

as a lecturer and since that time has taught both the

danger from avalanches in many places, the report

Alpine Hiking and Basic Climbing courses.

claimed. "The campsite was not in the most dangerous of

the point of origin and over at least parts of the full path.

"The class consisted of 12 lectures, four one-day field

such places, but neither was it located completely free

There is no evidence of wet snow release due to liquid

trips and two overnight field trips. All classes were taught

from avalanche dangers. In fact, many slopes of St. Helens

by Jones, with occasional guest lecturers.

are susceptible to avalanche danger at one time or

water generated by rain or thaw, as commonly 'found in
the spring ....

"Preparation for the field trip 'glacier rescue practice

another. The site selected was away from the main trough

" ... Only a very small number of people, more

and major peak climb' included training in the use of the

of the Forsyth Glacier where avalanches would be most

properly a handful of very experienced avalanche experts

ice axe, roping up as a team, use of prusick knots for

common and normally expected. The campsite was,

could have recognized the potentiality of a winter-type

crevasse rescue and simulated crevasse rescue on the UPS

however, underneath long, steep snow slopes where

powder snow avalanche during the last week in April on

campus. Actual demonstrations were planned for April

avalanches might be expected under unstable conditions.

that slope on St. Helens."

continued on page 9

26, 1975, the day of the accident.
"Lectures were given on the appropriate equipment
for glacier travel, on the causes of avalanches, caution to
be used in avalanche areas, avalanche probing and what to
do if caught in an avalanche.
"Practical experience in snow travel and in the use of

Please.
Treat it gently,

the ice axe was conducted on April 13, 1975, on a field

And do not let the buzzlines of horror

There is no solace

trip to Pinnacle Peak in Mt. Rainier National Park.

Destroy its quiet tragedy.

For the pain we feel,

She took them
Close to her earthen white breast

Only growth from sadness.

And returned them

People,

"On the date of the accident, the party consisted of
29 members.
"The St. Helens climb was the fourth field trip and
second snow and ice experience for the bulk of the class.

From whence they came.

Treat it gently.
And let them go in unsorro wed peace.

"Students giving oral testimony remarked that 'they
would have no hesitation in climbing again with
They died not in ropes or chains,

Harmon'."
The report states that: "It was clear that the success of

Died without hatred or fear,

They would want

the party in its self-rescue efforts was due in main to both

Nor by the hands

the strong effective leadership exhibited by Jones and the

Of their fellow

To leave only the tearless memories.
We are here

students' maturity in responding to this emergency

Men.

Not to grieve

situation.
"The rescue itself," according to committee findings,

But to remember them

"was carried out in accordance with standard avalanche

Lives.

rescue proceedures.
"The decision to put the campsite in at that time and
at that location was the combination of the desire to

With our
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committee recommends mountaineering course continuation
Based on report findings, personal experience and

glad that it required only one night per week and five

No amount of hindsight can change the St. Helens

weekends, as it would be difficult to get more into my

tragedy that took five lives, as the committee, Annis and

busy schedule. This I feel, is one of the major problems.

Carpenter agree. But concern still remains regarding

Climbing can be a dangerous sport and must be taken

student safety in future classes.

seriouly, and requires a lot of background information

Part of climbing mountains is challenging the risks and

and field experience. Therefore to go into the class with

facing the dangers, committee member Haggerness

knowledge of the climbing classes, the committee made

the idea that it is an easy 'A', Y. credit class just for fun is

explained. And certain people will accept the challenges

the following recommendations:

a mistake. Unfortunately, I think this is theattitudethat

and take the risks with or without knowledge or

many students may take.

instruction, he added.

student faults "overconfidence,

offer a basic climbing class at UPS. University President

We strongly recommend the continuation of the
basic mountaineering course at UPS.
The primary goals of this climbing course should
continue to be the teaching and practicing of safe
mountaineering habits among its participants. There
should be a sequential progression of training events
which must be accomplished prior to the next event or

too casual of an attitude, and
ignorance..."
"Another problem that I have become aware of, both

climbing experience.
We recomend the creation of a system of assistant

through the class and afterwards, is one of responsibilities.

leaders, e.g. former climbing students or other proficient

A climbing team depends on each member for success and

climbers, who can participate in all phases of the training

Therefore, the committee feels that it is important to
Philip Phibbs has asked the committee to continue
functioning as a permanent group to provide the
university with advice and recommendations about
climbing classes.
And the committee concurred that it is their goal to
insure student safety so that it takes no more tragedy to
learn.

safely; trusting the people you are with, and being aware
of what your situation is, are very important. The group

of basic mountaineering students.
5) We recomend that the university take an increased
financial responsibility in the funding of the climbing
course in regard to the instructor's salary and equipment
that is provided for the course." Rather than cancel the
climbing class at UPS, as was done at the University of
Washington two years ago following a tragic incident, a
basic climbing class will be offered at UPS spring
semester, as recommended by the ad-hoc committee. With
Jones as class instructor, the course will follow the same
syllabus, which was prepared several years ago with the
assistance of the Tacoma Mountaineers.
Jones, who first taught at UPS in 1970, is past
president of the Tacoma chapter of Mountaineers, the
third largest outdoors club in the nation. The UPS
instructor served as climbing chairman for the Tacoma
club and has taught climbing classes at North Seattle and

leader accepts overall responsibility, but the students have
the responsibility of being informed, asking questions
when they are not, and being prepared. These
communications and personal relationships, were not. I
feel, well enough developed in our class last spring. We
trusted our instructor, Harmon Jones, because we knew
him to be intelligent and very experienced; we failed in
our responsibility to object when we felt uncomfortable
or ill-informed. Over-confidence, too casual of an
attitude, and ignorance perhaps all contributed. We were
out on Mt. St. Helens as a learning experience and passed
up some excellent opportunities for out-in-the-field
learning. This led to some serious mistakes on all sides. We
did not question our crossing of a glacier unroped, we did
not question the choice of campsite, we did not really
• know for sure what we would be doing the next day, and
we did not know how many or who to dig for after the

Bellevue Community Colleges.
In spite of the committee's conclusions, there are still

avalanche occured.

people who question whether the climbing class as taught

"The incident itself has been thoroughly investigated

by Harmon Jones last spring, adequately prepared

and nothing further can be done, but I feel a
responsibility in making something of value out of the

students of the Mt. St. Helens climb.

ordeal, and making every attempt to avoid the situation
again.
"As for the campsite, it is now quite clearly a poor
location, having crevasses on all sides, being below several
large seracs, and located on, or to close to the Forsyth
glacier. If we can accept the fact that it is not a safe place,
perhaps other people will also avoid it in the future. But
my main concern is for a change in the class. An activity
such as mountain and rock climbing can not be casually
learned; if a 1/4 credit activity class is to be offered, it
should be clearly indicated as an introductory class and
that the student does not come out with all the
knowledge and skills necessary for safe and intelligent
climbing. A comprehensive, and more rigorous class,

After researching this
tragedy, talking with
experienced climbers and
drawing on my personal
experience as a climber, I
conclude that when mountain
climbing there is always the
constant risk of death. Safety
precautions can only minimize
the risk, but never remove it.
However, not even five
experienced climbers can agree
on what precautions need to be
taken in a given situation.
Therefore, since there are .no
set guidelines involved in
mountaineering, the climber's
judgement depends on his past
climbing experience. Decisions
are made as a matter of personal
judgement, based on past
knowledge and experience.
In conclusion, I feel that the
committee has made a wise
recommendation to continue the
Basic Climbing class this spring
in order to provide students with
knowledge and judgements from
"experts".

including more field experience, more reading and
discussion, and closer testing could probably be obtained
from the present class by the students taking more upon

jeffrey g. kat,

them selves and the instructer using different teaching
methods. There is something to be learned from the
experience; knowledge that may help avoid injury and
death in the future."

photo by ronald munay
A climbing party makes its way to the scene of the avalanche
five days after it happened.

Dr. Leroy Annis, UPS Professor of English, who
teaches the University's Winterim Survival course, is one
person who questions the committee's findings. He agrees
that all the hindsight in the world won't change anything,
but is deeply concerned about students' safety in the
future. Another person who still has questions is Terry
Carpenter, a student involved in last spring's St. Helens
tragedy. Carpenter writes:
"I would like to express my concern for the future of
a climbing/mountaineering course at UPS. Having taken
the class (PE 87) last spring, going through the avalanche,
and seeing the results of the investigation carried out
photo by ronald munay

since, I have put much thought into my experiences in,
and opinions of, the class.
"First of all, I was very glad to find out that such a
class was offered, after acquiring an interest in mountain
climbing through my Wir rtm survival course. I was also

A member of the climbing party looks at the avalanche swept location of the camp, as indicated by an arrow
in the lower left corner of the picture.
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titilating tacoma

arts 1 entertainment

by chuck richardson

Here we go again, another year of sitting around the dorm lounge trying to
top each other's moans of boredom.
In this article, the Trail has a few suggestions for all the new people as well
as for the uninitiated veterans.
Mich cif the material used here is from John and Johanne Hewitt and
Leroy and Natalie Ostransky's new book:

How To Live In Tacoma,

Washington And Love It! by the gracious permission of Dr. Leroy Ostransky.
First, to get anywhere one must have transportation (clever?). We have
several choices: foot, bicycle, automobile, and bus. The first three depend on
dedication, wealth, or persuasion. The bus, however, requires little of these
and it is a popular method of transportation. Two Tacoma Transit System
buses with routes that come close to UPS are the 68 and 6C lines. the 6B bus
goes North on Pacific to Staduim Way, then to North 1st to Division, winding
its way to 15th and finally to Lawrence, North 11th and Orchard. The 6C
travels the same route to 15th and Lawrence but then goes along North 18th
to Union, and North 21st to Highlands.
From these buses you can catch connecting buses to any part of the city.
You can get time schedules from the Tacoma Transit System offices at 1235
Sprague. Their phone no. is 583-4520.
Now then, what to do? Tacoma does have some interesting places. It does!
First, what about the Old City Hall on 7th and Pacific? The 82 year old
building has been renovated by private businesses. It is a very enjoyable and
unique shopping area with many original shops and restaurants. The "Barney
Bagel and Suzy Creamcheese" delicatessen makes fantastic sandwiches and
offers soups, salads, beer and wine. Downstairs you find "The Foundation", a
restaurantwhosespecialties include omelets, wine and a cozy atmosphere.

photo by jody ingle—trail staff
Never Never Land at Point Defiance is one of the many sights in Tacoma

While downtown, why not impress your present romantic interest with
artistic interests at the Tacoma Art Museam located at S 12th St. and Pacific
Ave. The gallery has a permanent collection of 19th and 20th century
American and European paintings plus changing exhibitions of national and
international art. And not only sells works but has an art rental service as well.
The gallery also has a book shop. Museum hours are Monday through Saturday

up with people, captivating

10am to 4 pm and Sunday 12 noon to 5 pm.

by chuck richardson and tae rasperry

Another gallery downtown belongs to Allied Arts Inc. Regular Art Shows
can be found at 60 Commerce St. Tuesday through Saturday 10 am to 4 pm
and Sunday 3 pm to 5 pm.
One suggestion is to walk down Pacific Ave. between 15th and 13th streets
where you can get all of that culture out of your system. Elmo's bookstore,
for example, is one of the most notorious and popular sights in the city.
Now, if you're ready for some fresh air and a little nature, a good place to
go is Point Defiance. An aquarium, zoo and beautiful five mile drive await the

To listen to a symphony, one listens with the mind.

restraint or an exceptionally nasty nature, sit back and

To hear a concert like the one Up With People gave last

scoff at the others laughing, singing, and "making fools of

Saturday, one must listen with the heart.

themselves," but that person would miss the message

The message of Up With People comes through clear
and strong, with the pure bell-like quality of youth and

The singing is not what one would expect from a

vigor. The message reads: brotherhood, equality, courage,

professional (although there have been a lot worse), nor is

understanding, wisdom, love, pride, happiness, and joy.

the dancing straight from Fred Astaire, but what they

visitor of the "Point". The scenic drive winds its way through natural forests, a

The concert captivated over 2,000 spectators in a

story book land with fiber-glass story characters, a reconstructed logging

return performance to Tacoma at the University of Puget

camp, original and rebuilt structures . from Fort Nisqually built in 1833, and

Sound Fieldhouse. The 150 member troupe of young

the Northwest Nature Garden laid out in a walk-through rock garden.

adults sang and danced their way into the hearts Of people

After all that if you are still craving exercise and the great outdoors why

anyway.

lack in expertise they more than make up for in
enthusiasm.
They have a feeling of family about them. It is this air
of belonging that helps the audience to let go.

of all ages.

Up With People is an independent, nonprofit,

not try one of the three local nudist camps? They are Forest Murmers, Inc.

Some people whistled and clapped to the music as

Box 51 ,Silverdale, Wash. 98383 Fraternity Snoqualmie, Inc. Box 985, Seattle,

they had not done since they were young. Some were

leadership, responsibility and understanding among races,

Wash. 98111; and Lake Associates, Bbx7306Seattle, Wash. 98133.

luckier. They did not have to reach back into their
memories for youth.

classes and cultures. In the United States, there are nine

The audience came for a good time and was not

of the world. They reach an estimated two million people

For the fainter of heart there is always.ping-pong at the Titlow Lodge
Recreation Center on 6th Ave.

educational program with the aim of developing

casts of 50 each who pair up to perform in various parts

Now it's evening and you're hungry. You want to really feed that new

disappointed. One could watch as the normally placid

performing everywhere they can--on the streets, in the

romance. A good place to do it locally is Clinkerdagger, Bickerstaff, and Pett's

Tacornans shed many of their inhibitions, cheering and

schools, the colleges, inner cities, suburbs, prisons, elderly

Public House, at 3327 Ruston Way. They have a wonderful atmosphere and
terrific food served by exceptionally fine people.

applauding the show. The singing and dancing members of
the cast occasionally dipped into the throng to shake a

people's homes, reformatories and Indian Reservations.
This year is the group's tenth anniversary as well as

Perhaps it's late and everything is closing. There are two 24 hour

hand or pull another person out into a dance or up on
stage.

being the nation's 200th. The spirit of the country is

The Up With People show is, by all means, an audience

and a medly of modern songs of the United States. The

participation program. To fully enjoy it one must stomp,

spirit of Up With People was paid homage to by a grateful

clap, and sing along. A person could, with a great deal of

crowd with a standing ovation and its sincere thanks.

restaurants which are reasonably close. The Maverick on 6104 6th Ave.
564-7221, and Jack-in-the- Box at 6702 6th Ave. 564-3033.
If you don't find the city of Tacoma totally delightful, here are a few
"complaint numbers:"
Air pollution - 383-5851

honored by a special medly of songs from our heritage

City parks - 593-4020
City streets - 593-4270

$33,500,000

everyone on campus. They deal not

City transit - 593-4520
Better Business Bureau - 383-5561

3nly with basic science but with

City manager - 593-4700

historical ideas, times and

Utilities director - 383-5561
Mayor - 593-4110

personalities while featuring

KING call for action - 383-2031
Emotional Emergency Crisis Clinic, 24 hours - 383-2042

"Master Teacher."

Information - 38302944
Many thanks again to Dr. Ostransky for much of the material used here.
His book How To Live In Tacoma, Washington And Love It! is available in the

innovative teaching method in the
absenteeism and lack of interest in

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

student bookstore.

his general biology lectures. Without

369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103

Professor Eakin, known as the

great scientists speak again

Professor Eakin introduced his
late sixties when he noticed

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
Over $33,500,000

sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

any dramatic training, Eakin dressed

D I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

up as William Harvey, appeared

(Check or money order — no cash, please.)

before his class, (unannounced, with
props) and demonstrated Harvey's

If you wish to use your charge card.
please till out appropriate boxes below.

great discovery of the blood
circulation-his lecture was a success.
The UPS biology department is
offering a novel series of four 16 mm

great scientists in the words, dress
and manner of the period.

Eakin followed with six other
spectacular impersonations. Eakin,

Mitql—r
J 1 [Imam KM
-

.
Expiration Da •
Month/ Year
Mailer Charge
Intorb•nk No
CrItclit
Card No

Over 200 UPS students were on

who incidentally worked with UPS

"Great Scientists Speak Again."

hand for the first showing of this film

Biology Professor Ernest L.

In these films Professor Richard
M. Eakin, Department of Zoology,

series last week, which featured

Karlstrom during graduate school,

William Harvey. Future films will be

hoped his example would stimulate

Name

on Charles Darwin on October 22,
presents through impersonations the Gregor Mendel on November 5, and
_ Louis easteur on December 35,COVeri eS, method

other professors tocreate methods of

Address

capturing the attention and interest

theories and personal philosophies of

material.

color films this semester entitled

University of California, Berkeley,

These unique flicks are open to

unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these

of 'students while 'presenting lecture

City

LI

PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
SOURCES TO:

State
Mains residents please add 5% sales tax.

Zip
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Child, a five-pie:;e club and dance
attraction, will appear in the SUB
Great Hall on Tuesday, October 7
from 9:00 to 12:00 pm.
The group is "one of the more
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popular night club groups - in the
Nor thwest, according to Doug
Gillespie, Boogie Planning Committee
Chairperson. It includes two guitars,
a bass, drums and congo. The group
has a six year history in the area.
Pat McDonald of the Seattle
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"the special thing about Child is that
they have a balanced sound that

oF
u.,-re•ESILP

1ke

makes you want to dance but doesn't
leave you with a noise hangover."
The group backed up the J' Geils
Band, Bachmann Turner Overdrive,
and Aerosmith at the Spokane Rock

atr"

Festival.
Pertaining to the question of
future boogies raised in the TRAIL
article of September 19, semi, ay for
of.Az%

the dance has been increased with the
addition of an off-duty person from
Safety and Security hired by Richard

cancer facts cited

Grimwood, FoodServicesDirector. In

plu presents acclaimed dramatic work $ order to alleviate further problems

FACT:
Men who don't smoke live about six years longer than those who do.
FACT:

with Food Services, four people have

The Pacific Lutheran University's

Hedda Gabler

been hired by Student Activities to

Department of Communication Arts

Henrik Ibsen

work the dance. The increasing

has decided on its 1975-76 season.

Directed by Bill Parker
lbsen's

Theatre goers have a treat in store

Last year 8,000 women died needlessly of a curable cancer.
FACT:

brilliant,

number of students attending campus
complex

boogies, as well as "talking to John

for them when PLU's curtain raises

psychological study of an unpleasant

Hickey (Director of Safety and

to reveal such acclaimed plays as:

and tormented woman who brings

Security) more" has led to the

1,500,000 Americans are alive today, cured of cancer because they were
aware of the warning signals of cancer, and the preventative measures the

Look Homeward Angel

American Cancer Society has published.
The seven warning signals that could be indicators are:

by Ketti Frings

destruction upon herself and

increase in security precautions,

everyone with whom she comes in

Gillespie stated. The Tacoma Fire
Department has given clearance for a

contact. January 28, 19, 30, 1976

Directed by William Becvar

Eastvold Auditorium

700 person capacity crowd in the

—Change in bowel or bladder habits

The last third of Thomas Wolfe's

—A sore that does not heal

novel of the Gant family—their

University Theatre
Barefoot in the Park

Unusual bleeding or discharge
—Thickening or lump in breast or elsewhere

sardonic humor and melancholy

The popular Broadway comedy

grief. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and

concerning a young married couple

nonstudents "in order to provide

the New York Critics' Award

and their attempts to set up

quality groups for UPS students.

housekeeping under unique and

We're expecting good things with this

taxing circumstances.

group," Gillespie stated.

Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing
—Obvious change in wart or mole

October 9,10,11,12, 1975

—Nagging cough or hoarseness
Even is you have a warning signal it does not necessarily mean you have
cancer. But see a doctor right away. Only he can make the diagnoses. And the
earlier cancer is detected and treated, the better the chances are for cure.
Here are the seven steps that may also save your life. They are simple steps
that enable you to avoid, or provide early warning and detection for cancer.
Have your doctor give you a complete checkup every year

Eastvold Auditorium
University Theatre
The Elves and The Shoemaker
by Nora MacAlyay
Directed by Eric Nordholm
A loveable version of the old fairy

"For plenty of top-notch entertainment, come to Cellar X," advises Ronn

tale relating how the elves helped not

If you are a woman make sure it includes a simple, easy pap test

only the shoemaker but the village

If you're a woman make sure you examine your breasts once a month

and how they lived happily together.

—Don't smoke cigarettes
These seven safeguards are saving lives every day. They're simple, and easy
to follow. The life you save following them will be your own.

some realty nifty, out of the way things."

November 8, 9, 15, 1975

Because of the Thomas Mann Film Series, a campus film will not be shown
this weekend. However, they Foreign Language department invites you to see
the film, "Felix Krull" in McIntyre 006 Friday and Saturch-y at 7:30 pm.
Admission is free and ASB cards will not be required.

Keaton Film Fest and free popcorm.
SCHEDULE OF ENTERTAINMENT

Children's Theatre
1776
The delightful Broadway musical

Thursday, Oct. 9
Dave Robinson (Fingers)
Pianist--jazz, soft rock, & improvisation

Congress and the Patriots involved in

Monday. Oct. 13

the signing of our Declaration of

Keith Hardin

Independence. A Bi-Centennial
offering
" November 20, 21, 22,1975

Wednesday, Oct. 15

Mellow guitar

Eastvold Auditorium
University Theatre
A Christmas Carol
The famous tale of a miserly,
self-realization by the ghosts of

Cartoons Galore!
Featuring the Road Runner and the Pink Panther

This is for anyone to participate in,

Christmas past, present, and future.

even if your specialty happens to be

December 10, 1975

the "African nose flute." Just sign

Eastvold Auditorium

up for a performing time at the Student

Curtain Call Club

This Coupon
Good for 25 cents Off
On Any Imported Beer

Blue Grass Due
Monday, Oct. 20

Thursday, Oct. 23
Open Mike Night

mean -spi r i ted man brought to

Magoo's Annex Tavern

October 1st was the first evening of entertainment offered at Cellar X,
located in the basement of the SUB. It was a fun evening featuring a Buster

Eastvold Auditorium

commemerating our 2nd Continental

campus film pre-empted by mann showing

February 26, 27, 28, 1976

Rohe, the chairman for Cellar X entertainment this year. "We're gonna have

Make sure that checkup includes a procto exam

When you're out in the sun cover up and use screening lotion

There will be a charge of 25 cents
to UPS students and $2.00 to

cellar X releases schedule

and Charlotte Chorpenning

—Ask your dentist to check your mouth when he checks your teeth

Hall during the dance.

•

Program office, room 212 in the SUB
Tuesday, Oct. 28
Chas Thorp
Mid-terms got ya down?
Fret no more. Chas Thorp

2710 North 21st
759-6300

is back with more of his
blues guitar and some originals!

PRESTIGE RESTAURANT EMPLOYMENT

One Coupon ID'N . Customer
572-5633

Expires: October 31, 1975

6th Ave.

If you are looking for full or part time work, we have openings for
experiences FOOD or COCKTAIL WAITRESSES,
BARTENDERS,COOKS, DISHWASHERS and JANITORS. For
more information CALL 627-2111, 2703 6th Ave., Tacoma.
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MEN'S INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
(games start at 3:30)
Tues. Oct. 21

Tues. Sept. 30
US Beta

sports

JC Beta

Phi Dolt

-

-

Sigma Chi

Wed. Oct. 22
LS Law School - Alli

LS Law School - K Sig

Thurs. Oct. 23

Thurs. Oct. 2

JC SAE - JFSC

JC JFSC - Sigma Nu
US Theta Chi

-

US Sigma Nu - K Sig

Alli

Tues. Oct. 7
JC SAE

Theta Chi

-

US Phi Deft

JC SAE - Sigma Chi
Wed. Oct. 1

Tues. Oct. 28
JC Beta - JFSC

K Sig

-

US ..IFSC

-

US Phi Delt

Phi Delt

Wed. Oct. 8

-

SAE

Wed. Oct. 29

LS Law School

-

Theta Chi

LS Sigma Chi

Thurs. Oct. 9

-

Law School

Thurs. Oct. 30

JC Sigma Chi

-

Beta

JC Theta Chi

US Sigma Nu

-

Alli

US Alli

-

-

Sigma Nu

K Sig

Tues. Oct. 14
JC Phi Dolt
US SAE

-

-

Alli

Nov. 4, 5, 6

Beta

PLAYOFFS

Wed. Oct. 15
LS Sigma Nu- Law School
Thurs. Oct. 16
JC K Sig

-

JC

Theta Chi

-

Jane Clarke

US - Upper Stanley

US JFSC - Sigma Chi

LS - Lower Stanley

INTRAMURAL SOCCER RESULTS
(Sept. 22-26)
Beta tied Sigma Nu 1-1
Phi-Delt defeated Theta Chi 4-1
International house defeated K Sig 7-3
Sigma Chi won by forfeit

players of week recognized
photo by gary ianuzzi

Jack Fabulich punts for the Loggers against PLU.

-

trail staff

loggers overpower lutes
The University of Puget Sound football team seems to
be'getting better each week. When one considers the first

Holderman threw a

yard touchdown pass in the right

corner of the Lute end-zone to Calvin Saunders.

Wide receiver Calvin Saunders

Defensive back Brent Heath was

hauled in five passes against PLU last

another hero in the Loggers key win

Saturday, running his team lead to 11

over PLU last Saturday as he

receptions for the year. The

intercepted three errant Lute aerials.

sophomore speedster made an

The sophomore transfer from the

absolutely sensational grab for the

University of Washington and Seattle

Loggers first touchdown and caught

Pacific College, ran back one of his

two others for UPS first downs.

thefts 33 yards of the winning UPS

Saunders also caught a 24 yard

touchdown, and picked off another

two weeks of the season produced victories, last

The winning TD came late in the 3rd quarter when

touchdown pass which was called

on the Loggers own three yard line as

Saturday's triumph over cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran

defensive back Brent Heath picked off an errant Lute pass

back because of a holding penalty

PLU was threatening to tie the score.

University is even more impressive.

to race 33 yards for a UPS touchdown, making the score

and recovered a Pacific Lutheran

Heath leads the Loggers in

14-7 UPS.

fumble on the UPS 33 yard line.

interceptions this season with four.

The win made the Loggers' season record 3-0, while
PLU, rated first in the Northwest Small College football

Clinching the game with three minutes left, vvingback

poll this week, drops to 1-1. UPS was rated third in the

Jim Hatch raced 11 yards up the middle of the PLU

same rating, but is sure to move up after this week's win

defense for 6 points.

over the Lutes.

Statistically UPS dominated the game. The Loggers

Early in the contest, the Loggers found themselves

outgained PLU by nearly 80 yards, had 8 more first

behind as they reached into their green and gold bag to

downs, two less turnovers, and had possession of the ball

pull out their favorite cure for the "we don't want to

for 14 more plays.

lose"blues: DEFENSE. As usual, the UPS stop corps came
through. It was the third game in a row that the Logger
defense has yielded only one touchdown.
PLU jumped ahead early as halfback Doug Wilson

It was the 6th win in the last 10 meetings between the

752-3551

6th Ave. & Proctor
Tacoma, Wash.

two schools. PLU won in 1974, 38-27, after UPS had won
eight in a row. UPS now leads in the series 37 wins to 11,
with 5 games ending in a tie.

UTILITY PAYMENTS, STATIONERY

raced 55 yards with a quick pitch for a TD the first time

FOOD STAMPS

Attendance for the classic event was estimated at

the Lutes had the ball.
UPS tied the score late in the first half as Doug

women's intramural

6,600, one of the largest crowsd in UPS grid history.

—HALLMARK CARDS, GIFTS, HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES-

Coach Wallrof needs a football manager--any male or
female student, who is interested in helping the coaching

football looks exciting

staff with their duties during practice. Monday-Friday,
3:30-5:45.

Women's intramural football
kicks off Tuesday, October 7. The

ups runners pre-meet favorites

teams look tough this year and the
football action should be as exciting
as it was last year.
Division I winnersvvere Gamma Phi's
( 2-0-1) and Anderson Langdon
(2-0-1). Hawaiians and Tri Delts were
tops in Division II, also with (2-0-1)

The University of Puget Sound

cross-country powers. Host Oregon

cross-country team gets their 1975

State and the University of Oregon

season underway tomorrow

will share meet favorite roles, as

afternoon in Corvallis, Oregon at the

perennial NCAA Division I powers.

Oregon State Invitational.

UPS, last year's unofficial Northwest

Tomorrow's invitational meet
includes nearly all the Northwest

schools.

records. Play-off results showed
Division II winners defeating Division

Division II champions, are the
pre-meet favorites for Division II

JOHN MANSFIELD,JR

I winners in the semi-finals as both

SALtS ARSOCIATR

the Tri Delts and Hawaiians

OFF: 752-7777
RES. 752-5117

competed in the finals. Final results
showed

the Hawaiians

to be

champions as they dumped the Tri
Delts, 12-0.

TACOMA BOARD OF REALTORS

TA-CONZA.

change.

taandl.y

GARMENT REPAIRING-ZIPPERS
SANITONE DRYCLEANING
FAST LAUNDRY SERVICE
COIN-OPERATED LAUNDRY
SLEEPING BAGS

NORTH END ORANCH

ECONOMICAL BULK DRYCLEANING

As of yet, no real favorites can be
be exciting. Everyone come out and

era

,„

MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

picked but we all expect the games to
watch the girls play football for a

iziseme

1807 NORTH STEVENS
TACOMA. WASHINGTON

2621 No. Proctor & 3624 6th Ave.
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fallon, stortini cited

ups polo players sput er
t

The UPS Water Polo team opened their season on a

by ty morris

As the Loggers take their untarnished record to San Francisco this
weekend, the second of our three part series on the Logger coaching staff will

sour note, losing to PLU,6-8. The Loggers dominated the
first half. Brian Budsberg, Bob Sinclair, Dan Seelye and
Phil Mosely totaled five goals in the half to PLU's two,

tackle the offensive coaches.
It took Logger Paul Wallrof to recognize, that after years as rival coaches,
both Ed Fallon of Bellarmine Prep and Joe Stortini of Mt. Tahoma have the
same coaching theories and strategies. It was inevitable they be brought
together to combine their talents offensively, for the Loggers.
Led by Wallrof and Ron Simonson, the Logger defense was well prepared
for the 1975 campaign. The offense however was a question mark. It was
sluggish and lacklustre in 1974. New generals, Fallon and Stortino, were
brought in to offer a fresh aspect offensively, and have revised the trend of
1974.
Ed Fallon, whose Bellarmine Prep teams enjoyed an eight season
unprecedented success, was named offensive line coach. Fallon brought with
him a wealth of coaching knowledge covering a span of seventeen years, in
which he compiled a 104-36-6 record. By promoting discipline, co-operation
and a calloused approach to hard work, Fallon has reinforced the blocking of
the offensive line.
An offensive lineman is a unique athlete who has never been given the

the UPS .,offense splashed and sputtered away scoring
opportunities near the Lutes' goal.
Midway through the fourth quarter PLU scored again,
dampening any hopes of a comeback.

and it looked as if UPS was headed for a rout. But PLU

Then, just before the final buzzer, Seelye, playing

maintained strong and spirited play, to rush by the

goalie, passed all the way down to Budsberg posted in

Loggers for a 7 to 6 lead midway through the third

front of the goal, and he burned it past the PLU goalie.

quarter. The Loggers had to settle for outside shots, while

The buzzer sounded, though, and the game ended eight to

PLU often managed to get inside. A goalie change in the

six,,PLU.

fourth quarter slowed down the PLU scoring tear, but

perfect grid record at stake in san francisco
The University of Puget Sound

overconfident Logger squad. UPS

27-21. Last week the Gators defeated

gridders put their 3-0 record on the

won last year's contest, shutting out

LA State 27-21.

fine in a Saturday afternoon

the Gators 28-0 in the season opener.

The game will be the second of

confrontation with the San Francisco

Coach Vic Rowen has 15

the year between UPS and a

State Golden Gators in San Francisco

lettermen and 8 starters back from

California school, and it will be the

tomorrow.

last year's squad which finished 5-6

first of four consecutive battles

This will be the third meeting for the year, and 2-3 in the Far

against a team from the Golden

between the two schools, with the Western Conference.
The Gators bring a 1-1-1 record
series standing at one win apiece. SF

State. Next Saturday, the Loggers
return home for games with Santa

responsibilities, and communicate to them the tremendous value they have for

State won the season opener in 1971, into tomorrow's meeting. They
35-34, as they came up with 35 opened their season tying Northridge

the offense and team as a whole, i.e. Ed Fallon and aid Lloyd Danziesen.

second-half points apinst an 6-6, and then lost to Cal Lutheran

opportunity to fall prey to the athletes' enormous vanity—the need for
acclaim and recognition. So in turn, it takes a certain type of individual to
coach these players. He must know their reactions, show them their

State Senator Joe Stortini, a UPS alumnus, coordinates the entire Logger
offensive. Stortini starred at Puget Sound both as a quarterback and as a
defensive back. He holds the school record for interceptions.
Stortini has brought to UPS a successful multiple offense. He thinks that
the Logger's offensive game will be good, if they continue to make daily

mentally alert, as defenses today are so technical and complex. It is essential
to call the right play at the precise time to win.
Athletics and football have been a form of expression and a big part of

Clara and Chico State.

booters to 4scrap with plu
When you lose your first game 6-1 and your second
5-1, what can be said--that things are getting better?

progress, and learn from mistakes. Stortini views today's college athlete as
physically and technically better than ever before. He insists athletes must be

take on Cal Poly, Pomona, and then

Last Saturday night the UPS soccer team played a

As is said, "hell hath no fury"(though it be a little late
in coming), and from the ensuing kick off there were
four, maybe five, excellent passes between Loggers Earl

close 5-1 game against Seattle University. Tomorrow the

Nausid, Kris Karlstrom and finally Dave Cottler to make

Soccer Loggers play host to the Lutes of PLU in a game

the score

that will, hopefully, finally show the true talent that has

through the half. From there, both teams kicked up dirt

4- 1. Tim Allen of SU again scored midway

been possessed by the players but thwarted by their

at one another until the final whistle. The dust settled,

Stortini's life. He believes that athletics and academics should work hand and

opposition in games far better than the scores have

the lights dimmed and a frustrated UPS team loaded the

hand, and compliment each other. The coach sees no reason for faculty

reflected.

Loggermobile knowing that they put out, but have yet to
put together.

hostility towards athletics since they are so important to school pride and

On a field unfit by most standards, a scrappy Logger

reputation.
Stortini does not believe in wasting time. He insists that winners are

defense held the SU front line through the first 41

Wednesday night, the Soccer Loggers were in Husky

minutes of the game, until Chieftan right wing Trever

Stadium to finish their first round against the Seattle

organized and that wasted time is valuable and cannot be regained. Stortini

Fernandez broke through to score. Then, thrown into an

powers(results unavailable by deadline for the TRAIL).

always appears cool and calm but is very emotional about winning, and

excited state, SU came right back at the Loggers to score

instilling school pride.

again before the half was finished.
Both teams came out in the second half relaxed and

But tomorrow, the UPS soccer team plays a much-awaited
game against PLU. Come out and see. It shall be good and

"Everytime we step out onto the field we will out the best possible effort
we have into the game, and win or lose the fans will have a feeling of

determined. Both had something to prove. Eight minutes

excitement, not one of depression, because they'll know we laid it all on
the line that given day. Everyone involved will applaud the fact that we did the

on a nice, 20 meter shot, then a few minutes later his

best we could, and that we have enough pride in ourselves to fight every battle

brother Tim scored on a questionably awarded penalty

like champions"

shot.

fruitful, for things aren't as bad as they seem for the
Loggers.

into the second half, SU captain Steve Allen made it 3-0
Keep it in mind: 2:00 pm in Baker Stadium. UPS vs.
PLU in the true city "football" championship.

Pride spells Joe Stortini.

language specialist,
Mary Boyd, teaches reading,
Foreign

writing, math and English as
a second language as a VISTA
consultant. Most of her students
at the Father Zagni School
for Educationally Deprived
Children in El Paso, Texas, cross
the border from Juarez,
Mexico, each day for classes

ACTION needs people
who know
what they're doing
Maybe you should consider the
ACTION alternative. Peace
Corps and VISTA volunteers
extend their educational
backgrounds and experience to
those who need it most.
Volunteers are also needed with
experience in secondary and
elementary education, curriculum
development, home economics,
and physical and vocational
education. Living expenses
and transportation are provided

ACTION
PEACE COWS MSLA
OCT.1-3 9am-4pm
PLACEMENT OFFICE
.tylike ,FiekielAa.ltancesy.,,socce,r....b4lvattlie4iltr,isi to targant coach Calvin Gr if iths.
V
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stalking the wild
rainier:
a pastime that's becoming
increasingly difficult on
the ups campus

'Photography by

Jeff Strong
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HELP WANTED Looking foi person who cringes at mistakes in spelling,
grammar and punctuation. Contact Anna Hibbard at 756-3278 about a
position as copy or proof reader for the PUGET SOUND TRAIL.

cs - srn %

c)

fidkk

HOUSE NEEDED— UPS student housing desired close to campus.
inexpensive house or apartment that allows pets. Contact Christie at 759-1549

Last July Dr. Steven R. Phillips
came to UPS to head the new
Faculty Development Program (FD).

r,

Phillips became involved in FD while
WORK WANTED — Experienced Typist desired typing jobs, my home,

e 1C3 0 NA 1:CC 4::26

faculty program
realized

reasonable rates. Call 572-2897 after 5 pm on weekdays and all weekend.

he was an English professor at Alfred
University in Alfred New York, and
wanted to be a more effective

4

instructor. In essence, FD provides
professors with opportunities and
resources to review their professional
methods and explore optional

To People Who Already Own A Fine Sound System:

If You Would Enjoy Still More
Music in Your Life (At Home or Work),
But Extension Speakers Aren't Right
And a Second System Is Too Much,
Here's What You've Been Looking For.

instructional strateaiec
The UPS FD program involves an
initial three year effort funded by the
Lilian Endowment with stipulations
for future continuation.
The recent growth of faculty
development over the past five years
responds to changing situations in
university education programs.
Phillips explains "There is a very
serious question in most institutions
around the issue of survival. FD is a
response to that; in essence
institutions are saying the way we're
going to survive is to provide
effective, successful, useful
teaching

. .

FD is one of the ways to

help us maintain the high level (of
teaching) or teaching a higher one."
In the past, Phillips suggests,
faculty grew due to the growth of
their professions. In the sixties, a
professor's opportunities for mobility

The new Advent FM Radio offers a unique opportunity to enjoy
rich, detailed, wide-range sound in lots of places—bedrooms, dorm
rooms, offices, stores, dens, workshops, kitchens, where-have-you
—where a second audio system would be more than you need (or
can afford) and extension speakers would do too little.
The Advent FM Radio not only offers absolutely amazing
sound for its size, price ($125), and simplicity, but it will also
bring in as many FM stations as component tuners and receivers
of many times its price.
And it's also a miniature mono sound system into which you
can plug a tape machine to record and play back.
The really sensible and useful two-piece design of the Advent
FM Radio lets you put its control unit wherever it's easiest to
use (and it fits virtually anyplace) and the speaker wherever it
sounds best. (Listen to what happens when you put it on the floor
near a baseboard and aim it up to bounce sound off the wall.)
The radio's mono design also makes superb sense for easy, informal kinds of use, and helps Advent
optimize its reception circuitry to the point where
tuning is super-simple and
most people will get all the
stations they want (clearly
and fuzz-free) with just an
indoor antenna.
We think you will be
out-and-out delighted
with what the Advent FM
Radio can do to bring
more music into your life
—especially in those situations where you'd otherwise go without.

seemed endless. That mobility no
longer exists, for a stable, immobile
atmosphere now prevails. Research
money has dwindled in formerly
prosperous fields. More faculty
members receive tenure, assuring
them of life positions. FD provides
faculty the opportunity to grow in a
steady-state economy.
three-part FD for professors
Primarily, FD is concerned with
the three related areas of
instructional, personal and
organizational development. Of the
three, instructional development
receives the most attention; this tries
to "provide faculty with both the
resources to improve what we're now
doing, but also to look at some
alternate ways to do it." Phillips
remarked.
In addition, FD provides
professors the opportunity to
consider their philosophy of
education, the reasons they are in the
teaching professions, and their
relationship to the institution.
The UPS FD handles this task in
three ways. First, departmental
consultation offers each department
the opportunity to examine with a
consultant the issues peculiar to" the
department, such as its organization
or its curriculum. Secondly, a faculty
exchange of three UPS professors
with other universities will be offered
in both '76 and '77. "If departmental
consultation is potentially one of the
most useful parts of the program, I
think faculty exchange is potentially
one of the most prestigious,"
commented Phillips. Thirdly, , the
important workshop opportunities,

10323-B Plaza Drive S.W.

including presentations, weekend
workshops (some open to students),
and two week long off-campus
workshops a year, will be a visible

Villa Plaza

aspect of the program on campus.

•

The multi-dimensional
construction of FD offers a large
range of comprehensive activities that

Tacoma, Woshington 98499

run from casual to intensive in scope.
Completely voluntary participation
in the program coupled with a large
range of activities assures faculty

582-3600

availablitly of activities in their
interest areas.
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minnesota fats watch out
Todd Hall residents and others will get a chance to
demonstrate their manual dexterity with a pool cue and
perhaps win some drinking money. A pool tournament
will be held Friday Oct. 10. Contestants must sign up at
room 319 in Todd Hall before Wednesday Oct. 8. There is
a $1 entry fee for those who don't have an activity card.
First prize will be $10.

albert outler to speak
Intersection will attend the Palmer Lecture at
8 pm Tuesday evening in Kilworth Chapel to hear Dr
Albert Outler of Perkins School of Theology in Dallas,
Texas. Outler is author of some 38 books and is known as
the leading scholar of Wesley material in the world. His

Friday, Oct. 3

works range from psychotherapy through history.

Student Recital, 7:30

Wednesday afternoon at 4 pm Outler will speak

Thomas Mann film, 7:30

informally with students in the Religion Department on

Todd & John, Victory Music Hall, 9 pm $1

the top floor of the Music Building.

Bonnie Raitt & Tom Waits Paramount $4, $5 8( $6

A week from Tuesday Dr Ed Turner of High Point
Foundation will lead Intersection in an evening with
Saturday, Oct. 4

'Exercises in Psychosynthesis.' Intersection is always open

Soccer, UPS at PLU

to faculty, staff, and students.

Football UPS at San Francisco State
Thomas Mann Film, 7:30

kups schedules features

Seattle Cape Fox Dancers, 8 pm at Meany Hall, UW
Debbie Aqua & Jim Oberg, Victory Music Hall, 9 pm $1

KUPS will be broadcasting many feature programs this
semester.
Monday, Oct. 6

On Monday, Oct. 6 the new J. Geils Band album will

German Conversation, 7 pm

be previewed. "Hotline" will be at 8pm with Jeff Smith.

Faculty Senate Meeting, 4 pm, McCormick Room, Library

On Wednesday, Oct. 8 an hour with Simon and
Garfunkle will be featured at 8pm with Karen Mallory.
On Thursday, Oct. 9 two albums will be given away

Sunday, Oct. 5
Southwest Art Show, Kitteredge Gallery, (through Oct. 28)

between 9 and 12 pm on the Tom Allison program.

MFA Ceramics exhibit, Hill Gallery

climb a mountain

Tuesday. Oct. 7

UPS mountain climbing aficionados are looking for

French Conversation, 4 pm
Jorgan Kruse Jazz, Victory Music Hall, 9 pm, $1

other like-minded people to form an informal mountain
climbing group. Students experienced in climbing and
interested in getting together for trips and climbs should

Wednesday, Oct. 8

call Steve Davis at 4184 (on campus).

Spanish Conversation, 7 pm
Biology Film

student studies in france

Hans Spemann (Nobel-winning embryologist)
Alumni Lecture Series: F.C. Ball, 8 pm

Sara Schroedel, of Federal Way, has started a year of

Open Variety Nite, Victory Music Hall, 9 pm, $1

studies at the Institute for American Universities in
Aix-en-Provence, in southern France. She will perfect her
French and study history, art, economics, political science

Thorsday, Oct. 9

and literature.

General Elections, 11 am to 6:30 pm
Open Variety Nite, Victory Music Hall, 9 pm, $1
Dave Robinson, Cellar X, 8 pm

audubon film series begins
The first movie in this season's Audubon Wildlife
five-film series will be shown at 7:30 pm in Chris Knutzen
Hall in the Pacific Lutheran University Center, on
Monday, Oct. 6.
The film, "Papua New Guinea-Twilight of Eden," is 90

graduate's paper published
John Black, a June graduate in English (who won
departmental honors), has received word that his paper on
"Victorian Films" has been accepted for The Newsletter
of the Victorian Studies Association of Western Canada.

minutes of full color nature footage narrated live. The
other films in the series are "Sri Lanka-The Resplendent
Land" on Nov. 5, "Malheur: Marsh, Meadow and
Mountain" on Dec. 2, "Wild Tennessee" on Feb. 9 and
"Migration Mysteries" on March 29. Season tickets will

It will be a feature article in the spring issue. Dr.

$6.50 for adults, $3.00 for
students and $15.00 for families. Individual tickets are

Rosemary T. VanArsdel, of the English Department, is

$1.75 for adults and $1.00 for students.

be available at the door:

associate author.

learn to survive
Students interested in the Survival Winterim class
should contact Professor Annis or attend a meeting on
Thursday, October 9 in Library room 217. It is necessary
to get the show on the road early or bunch the whole
works.

get a swedish suntan
Scandinavian Seminar is now accepting applications
for its study abroad program in Denmark, Finland,
.lorway or Sweden for the academic year 1976-1977. This
learning-and-living experience is designed for college
students, graduates and other adults who want to become
part of another culture while acquiring a second
language. The experience includes an initial three week
language course, study at a Folk High School (residential
school for continuing adult education) or another
specialized institution, and participation in introductory,
midyear and final seminar sessions. The focus of the
program is an independent study project in the student's
field of interest. The fee for the tuition, room, board,
one-way group transportation from New York and
course-connected travels in Scandinavia is $3,800. More
information can be obtained by writing:

SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR, 100 East 85th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10028.

